Year 3 Home Learning Letter – 11.05.20
Good morning! It’s Monday again! I hope you all had a wonderful bank holiday weekend and celebrated VE
Day in the beautiful sunshine. I’d love to see some photos of what you got up to! If you haven’t seen it already,
I’ve put up a couple of blog posts with some pictures and videos you’ve sent me. Have a look and maybe
comment on them too! Have a lovely day everyone – missing you all!
Send an email to year3teacher@kingsapps.co.uk to say hi, show me your work or ask any questions and I’ll
reply when I can. If you want to chat to Mrs Sellars, you can email thehaven@kingsapps.co.uk.

Love Miss MacMaster xx
Rule: Rare ways to spell the short /i/ sound. ‘y’, ‘e’, ‘ui’.
Have a look at these pictures, see if you can work out what word using the short /i/ sound the
picture is representing. Extra marks if you can spell it using the correct /i/ grapheme! I’ll show
you the correct spellings tomorrow.

Spelling

Make sure you check out Spelling Shed too – some of you have been rewarded extra
honeypots for playing over the last week!
The Train to Impossible Places
We’re going to look at an extract of a new book called The Train to Impossible Places written
by P G Bell. Here is the front cover:

Reading

o
o
o
o
o

What do you think this story will be about?
Where do you think the story is set?
What might the main characters be like?
What type of text do you think this is going to be?
When might the story be set?

Please also spend at least 5 minutes reading any book you would
like to.
Noma Dumezweni (who plays Hermione Granger on the stage)
has read the second chapter of The Philosopher’s Stone aloud for
you. Have a listen!
Lost and Found
This week, we’re going to work towards writing a story using this image. Answer these
questions about the image and have a think about how you could fit scene this into your story.
o Who are these divers? Are they here for good
or evil purposes?

o Why do you think the divers are here? How did
Writing

they get there?

o What feelings do you think the divers are
experiencing?
o What do you think the stone giants are from?
How did they get there?
o What do you think happened after this picture
was taken?

We are going to continue to look at the Slider family. Remember to practise that sliding
motion! Stand in penguin position and practise moving and saying these letters. Then, lying in
lizard position, practise writing these words using our focus letters by a tree.

Handwriting

Thursday’s Solvemoji answer:
Today’s Solvemoji:

Maths

Choose
from these
jobs:

6 + 6 = 12
Times table check in!
Time to see how your times tables are coming along. Time
yourself completing this grid and see if you can beat your
last time!
X
4
2
5
3
10
8
2
5
8
3
10
4

Wider Curriculum
 Computing: Use Scratch to build a conversation between two or more characters. You’ll
need to use the Looks, Event and Control menus. Extra challenge: get your sprites
(characters) to walk up to each other before talking! You’ll need to use the Motion and Event
menu for that.
 PE: Set up a game to help practise your throwing aim. You could create a sort of dartboard
or target in the garden or just use different sized boxes on the floor. Make sure you decide
on the number of points for landing in each area. You may have 3 throws for your turn.

Do you think a hero could ever be scared?
Thursday’s thoughts from Miss M: I think a hero can be scared because a hero is someone who
does something brave. You can still do something brave and be scared at the same time.
Question of
the day

Today, I’d like you to come up with your own question of the day. You could ask it to someone
in your house or send me an email and I’ll reply with what I think!
If you’re stuck, choose one of these question starters and then choose something wacky to fill
in the gaps! The weirder it is the more fun it is!
E.g. Would you rather have your mouth on your hands or on your feet?
Would you rather be/have…?
Do you think… could ever be…?
Is it possible to…?

